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You may not know this, but most of our Single 

Vineyard Cabernet Sauvignons actually come from 

“vineyards within vineyards,” small blocks or parcels 

we’ve identified as producing outstanding fruit year 

after year. For instance, our Out of Sight Cabernet 

Sauvignon grows on west-facing slopes in a larger 

ranch we call Kairos. My brother-in-law Pat Garvey 

has farmed this vineyard since the late 1980s, and 

early on he re-developed it, dividing it into small 

blocks according to geography, soils and 

microclimates. Farming vineyards this way – and 

keeping the fruit separate when it arrives at the 

winery - allows us to identify blocks of exceptional 

quality. It’s more work, as each block is farmed 

according to its particular needs, as if it was a 

vineyard unto itself. But if we didn’t farm this way, 

we wouldn’t have wines like Out of Sight.



THE UNFORGIVING 4TH QUARTER
By John Komes

As a vintner, one of the questions I’m asked most 

often is: “Is this going to be a good year?” The 

interrogator, of course, is referring to the 

condition of the grapes. My response is that 

growing grapes is kind of like a football game. 

They both have four quarters.

The first quarter – or season - is winter. In football, 

the first quarter involves deciding what game 

plan to use after seeing your opponent on the 

field. Winter for the grape farmer is much the 

same, analyzing the rainfall and pruning the vines 

in order to get the desired outcome. The way you 

prune – and the number of spurs you leave on 

the vine – determines the amount and quality of 

the fruit you’ll get. In football, similarly, the first 

quarter determines what formation best suits the 

situation. 

The second quarter is spring. Now the game gets 

interesting. The farmer must play defense, 

protecting the vines from frost and wind. Either 

condition can change the whole o�ensive game 

plan, causing damage or loss of the tender young 

buds and flowers that eventually turn into fruit. 

Either of these would be akin to losing your star 

running back, something to avoid as much as 

humanly possible. 

At half time the farmer pauses to consider the 

crop load and canopy management techniques. 

At this point, with the end game in site, e�orts 

should be directed at the highest possible 

quality of fruit, not necessarily the greatest 

quantity.

The third quarter is summer. Things happen 

quickly during this phase. The clusters take 

shape and the grapes go through verasion 

(when they soften and, with red grapes, change 

color). The farmer prays for warm days, cool 

nights and low humidity. He or she must 

determine when to water and how best to prune 

the vine canopies so that the grapes get enough 

sunlight to ripen but not burn. The third quarter 

of the football game is also a show of force, a 

time to determine the strength of your team and 

the weakness of your opponent and let them 

play to their capabilities. 

Then there’s the fourth quarter. At the end of the 

third quarter of Super Bowl 2017, if you were to 

ask the Atlanta Falcons coach if this was going 

to be “a good year,” he would have had a 

positive reply. The fourth quarter is crucial. You 

either have a maintenance strategy or a 

go-for-broke strategy. In grape farming, if the 

weather is favorable and the fruit looks good, it’s 

a matter of maintaining your position with a little 

crop management, dropping a little under-ripe 

fruit to encourage uniform ripening. But if the 

weather changes and rains are on the horizon, 

you might try to hasten ripening by dropping 

lots of fruit, hoping that a smaller crop will ripen 

more quickly. If it does rain, you can try to keep 

the berries dry, but if the berries break down 

before picking, you know how the Atlanta 

Falcons felt after Super Bowl 2017. 

So you see, farmers never know how a vintage 

will turn out until the fruit is picked and the 

game is over. I hope you enjoy your next bottle 

of wine, and next year’s Super Bowl!  



TO PLACE YOUR ORDER PLEASE CONTACT WINE CLUB DIRECTOR 
KENNY WERLE AT (800) 913-1118 OR INFO@FLORASPRINGS.COM 

2014 OUT OF SIGHT
CABERNET SAUVIGNON TASTING NOTES

Planted on an oak-laden hillside between the AVAs of Oak 

Knoll and Coombsville, our Out of Sight Vineyard o� the 

Silverado Trail is easily missed, hence its name. When we 

purchased the property in the late 1980s, the tangled 

head-pruned vines suggested years of neglect, but after 

re-developing the property and retraining the vines this 

organically-farmed vineyard has become one of our most 

treasured fruit sources. The 2014 vintage o�ers a mouthful of 

dark red and purple fruit – juicy plum, blackberry and black 

cherry – joined by snappy notes of spearmint, fennel and 

licorice. The wine has overtones of smoky oak, cedar, and 

fire-roasted herbs which add layered complexity to the overall 

impression of plush and generous fruit. This is a full-bodied 

Napa Valley Cabernet, with a dense core of fruit and a 

muscular mouthfeel that resolves into a smooth and long 

lasting finish. 

   CELLAR FACTS

 Appellation: Napa Valley

 Composition: 100% Cabernet Sauvignon

 Cases: 550

 Aging: 22 months in French and 

  American oak barrels    

 Enjoyability: Drink now or cellar. 

  Pull the cork until 2035 for optimum enjoyment

   PRICING & REORDER

Price $125   |    Shipment $90   |   Reorder $100



MEMORIES… 

In 2018 Paul Steinauer will celebrate his tenth 

anniversary as Winemaker at Flora Springs 

(he joined the winery as Assistant 

Winemaker in 1990). We caught up with him 

recently and asked a few questions.

What is one of your most memorable 
moments at the winery? 
Believe it or not, my most memorable 

moment here was the day I was hired. 

Winery owner and my new boss, John 

Komes, gave me a tour of the estate and 

when we finished he looked me straight in 

the eye and said “If I ever look like I’m not 

having fun doing what I’m doing, let me 

know, and I’ll find something else to do.” That 

was 26 years ago, and John still looks like 

he’s having fun!

Do you have a favorite vintage?
My first one as winemaker – 2008. It was a 

somewhat challenging vintage with several 
1978 WEST ZINFANDEL LANE

ST. HELENA, CALIFORNIA 94574
FLORASPRINGS.COM  |  800.913.1118

unexpected heat spikes during the growing 

season, but at the end of the day we made 

some fantastic wines. 2008 was also the year 

Enrico Bertoz, our Associate Winemaker, 

joined the team. You couldn’t ask for a better 

person to work with; he’s a great winemaker 

and friend, and his wry Italian sense of 

humor fits right in with the rest of the family.

What do you want Club members to know 
about Flora Springs? 
Flora Springs starts with family. I’m blessed 

to work for the Komes and Garvey families, 

who are the absolute salt of the earth. Their 

goal has always been to grow world class 

grapes and make world class wine. They 

provide us with the tools to accomplish 

these goals; they never compromise their 

core values when it comes to operating the 

vineyards and winery. In many wine regions 

you see a lot of superficiality, but you will not 

find that here. 

Also, I would like Club Members to know how 

much we appreciate you. I’ve enjoyed getting 

to know many of you personally over the 

years, and I’ve loved hearing how Flora 

Springs wines inspire you. From the folks 

who always wear Flora Springs swag to our 

events, to the club members whose wine 

cellar is 95% Flora Springs, to the fan who 

sports a Flora Springs tattoo – your loyalty 

and enthusiasm is not only humbling, it’s a 

big part of what I love about being a 

winemaker here. Thank you!


